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PHP Hacks : Tips & Tools For Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2005
Programmers love its flexibility and speed; designers love its accessibility and convenience.  When it comes to creating web sites, the PHP scripting language is truly a red-hot property.  In fact, PHP is currently used on more than 19 million web sites, surpassing Microsoft's ASP .NET technology in popularity.  Not surprisingly,...
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Microsoft Windows XP Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2001
Think you know Microsoft Windows inside out? Think again. 

For more than a decade, power users have obsessed over ways to make Windows  run faster, work smarter, and crash less often. Through books, magazine  articles, and the Web, Windows users have amassed huge collections of keyboard  shortcuts, registry hacks, elegant workarounds,...
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Hacking Vim: A Cookbook to get the Most out of the Latest Vim EditorPackt Publishing, 2007
This cookbook contains ready-to-use hacks to solve problems Vim users encounter daily, from personalizing Vim to optimizations that boost productivity. It does not cover basic use of the editor but focuses on making life easier for experienced Vim users. Vim is a highly configurable, open-source, multi-platform text editor that is included as...
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Windows XP Hacks & Mods For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Make Windows XP look, feel, and act the way you want
Simplify searches, find free virus protection, and make Windows love your iPod®     

Hacks? Mods? Don't be frightened — this book walks you through each and every one, and even steers you clear of well-known hacks that don't really accomplish anything. See how some simple...
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Linksys WRT54G Ultimate HackingSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book will teach the reader how to make the most of their WRT54G series hardware. These handy little inexpensive devices can be configured for a near endless amount of networking tasks.  The reader will learn about the WRT54Gs hardware components, the different third-party firmware available and the differences between them, choosing the...
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Access HacksO'Reilly, 2005
As part of the Microsoft Office suite, Access has become the industry's leading  desktop database management program for organizing, accessing, and sharing  information. But taking advantage of this product to build increasingly complex  Access applications requires something more than your typical how-to book. What  it calls for is Access Hacks...
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XML Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
This practical, roll-up-your-sleeves guide distills years of  ingenious XML hacking into a complete set of  tips, tricks,  and tools for web developers, system administrators, and  programmers who want to leverage the untapped power of XML.  If you want more than the average XML user--to explore and   experiment, discover clever...
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Mapping Hacks : Tips & Tools for Electronic CartographyO'Reilly, 2005
Mapping Hacks is a collection of one hundred simple techniques available to developers and power users who want to draw digital maps. You'll learn where to find the best sources of geographic data and then how to integrate that data into your own creations.  With so many industrial-strength tips and tools, ...
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Introducing Windows Server 2008Microsoft Press, 2007
Your first look at the next generation of Windows Server-straight from the experts.

Get a jump on evaluating Windows Server 2008-with technical insights direct from the Windows Server team. This practical introduction delivers real-world implementation scenarios and pragmatic advice for administering Windows Server in the enterprise.
...
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Palm & Treo HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Palm OS is one of the most popular handheld operating systems on the planet. From the newest Tungstens and Treos all the way down the family tree, Palms are everywhere. Although the Palm OS is simple to learn and use, there is  more to it than meets the eye--from new features in the Palm to capabilities you can get with add-on...
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Hacking RSS and AtomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Now you can satisfy your appetite for information
This book is not about the minutia of RSS and Atom programming. It's about doing cool stuff with syndication feeds—making the technology give you exactly what you want the way you want. It's about building a feed aggregator and routing feeds to your e-mail or iPod, producing and hosting...
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The Essential Guide to HTML5 and CSS3 Web Design (Essential Guides)Friends of Ed, 2012

	The Essential Guide to HTML5 and CSS3 Web Design has been fully revised from its critically acclaimed first edition, and updated to include all of the new features and best practices of HTML5 and CSS3. This book reveals all you'll need to design great web sites that are standards-compliant, usable, and...
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